Flexible fleet and asset tracking

With the Geotab GO device and Flex Solar Powered Trailer Tracker you can easily track and manage your entire fleet including trailers and containers in one scalable, flexible and easy-to-use platform.

What can the Flex Solar Powered Trailer Tracker do for you?

The Flex Solar Powered Trailer Tracker enables logistics companies to track assets in their fleet with a level of detail not found in traditional solutions. Featuring near-real-time 1-minute GPS fix capabilities under normal conditions as the standard configuration, the Flex Solar Powered Trailer Tracker helps companies:

+ Determine utilization percentages to decrease fleet size
+ Lower maintenance costs by moving from preventive to predictive maintenance
+ Find trailers on lots faster, decreasing driver’s wasted time and frustration
+ Find misplaced trailers throughout the state or country

Available through the Geotab Marketplace
marketplace.geotab.com/solutions/solar-trailer-tracker
To outfit your fleet with the Flex Solar Powered Trailer Tracker from Geotab, contact your Authorized Geotab Reseller.

Better visibility

Provides the highest level of granularity for tracking location of your trailers and other assets with GPS fixes every minute, even in winter with normal use.

Reduced cost

Offers a more complete picture of utilization for individual trailers so you can accurately plan maintenance efforts and right-size your fleet.

Easy integration & high durability

Low barriers to adoption and minimal management of hardware. Integrates easily with MyGeotab.

Better utilization of data means reduced cost

Most large fleets have underutilized trailer and other assets. The need to optimize this use is a key driver for reducing costs. The Flex Solar Powered Trailer Tracker provides detailed usage data that helps with fleet size decisions.

In many cases, a one percent reduction in fleet size more than covers the 1st year cost of implementation.

Choose your solution

TT600
Model without connector

TT603
Model with connector for temperature sensor and door sensor

To outfit your fleet with the Flex Solar Powered Trailer Tracker from Geotab, contact your Authorized Geotab Reseller.
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